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ON SPLITTING AUGMENTATION IDEALS

WARREN DICKS

Abstract. Let G be a group, H a subgroup of G and R an associative ring. Write

u(RG) for the augmentation ideal of the group ring RG, and a(RH)G tot the right

ideal of RG generated by oi(RH). For G finitely generated over H we characterize,

in terms of the Bass-Serre theory of groups acting on trees, the situation where

u(RH)G is an RG-summand of u(RG).

Let G be a group, H a subgroup of G and R an associative ring with 1 ¥= 0.

We write RG for the group ring, w(ÄG) for its augmentation ideal, and u(RH)G

for the right ideal of RG generated by u(RH).

The situation where u(RH)G is an ÄG-summand of u(RG) has been considered

by various authors [1], [4], [5], [6], and the purpose of this paper is to give the

following characterization in terms of the Bass-Serre theory of groups acting on

trees. (We write R~x for the set of positive integers invertible in R; for other

terminology we refer to [2].)

Theorem A. If G is finitely generated over H then the following are equivalent:

(1) u(RH)G is an RG-summand of u>(RG).

(2) G can be expressed as the fundamental group of a graph of groups (§, Y)

with Y finite,

with finite edge groups,

with H as one of the vertex groups,

such that for each infinite vertex group §(v) distinct from H, \H n @(v)8\ G R~x

for all g G G,

and with \H n Hg\ G Rx for all g (£ H.

(3) G acts on a tree X

with X/ G finite,

with finite edge stabilizers,

with a vertex v0 having stabilizer precisely H,

such that for each v =£ t>0 having star(v) infinite \H r] Gv\ G R~x,

and with \H n Hg\ G Rx for all g&H.

§ 1 below is devoted to proving this. The equivalence of (2) and (3) is immediate

from the Bass-Serre Structure Theorem; the equivalence of (1) and (2) will be

derived using a result proved in [3] and formulated in [2, p. 81] as follows.
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Dunwoody's Theorem. Let d: G —» RG be a derivation with kernel H. If G is

finitely generated over H then G acts on a tree X

with X/ G finite,

with finite edge stabilizers,

with a vertex v0 having stabilizer precisely H,

such that there exists a right RG-linear map ß: R[E(X)] —» RG such that

*(% v0g)ß = (g)d for all gGG.

§2 below illustrates Theorem A with examples and applications to cases previ-

ously considered in the literature.

1. Proof of Theorem A. Let us restate the condition

(1) u(RH)G is an ÄG-summand of u(ÄG)

as

(4) There is a right ÄG-linear map a: u(RG)-> u(RH)G such that (1 - h)a =

(1 - h) for all hGH.

Writing it: RG -* R[H \ G], g h» Hg, we claim that (4) is equivalent to

(5) There is a derivation d: G ^ RG such that (g)dtt = H(\ - g) for all g G G,

and (h)d = 0 for all hGH.

Proof. (4) => (5). Define (g)d = (1 - g) - (1 - g)a.

(5) => (4). Define (1 - g)a = (1 - g) - (g)d and notice that the kernel of it is

u(RH)G, so a has the desired codomain.

Now the kernel of d in (5) is precisely H so assuming G is finitely generated over

H we can apply Dunwoody's Theorem to deduce that (5) implies

(6) G acts on a tree X

with*/G finite,

with finite edge stabilizers,

with a vertex v0 having stabilizer precisely H,

such that there exists a right ÄG-linear map ß: R[E(X)]—> RG such that

X(v0, v0g)ßtt = 7/(1 - g) for all g G G.

Conversely it is easy to see that (6) implies (5) in general since G —» R[E(X)],

g h» X(v0, v0g), is a derivation with kernel H.

Thus it remains to transform (6) into the desired form (3); for convenience let us

record what we are proving. (We do not need G finitely generated over H for this

step.)

1.1. Lemma. Let G act on a tree X with X/ G finite, with finite edge stabilizers and

with a vertex v0 having stabilizer precisely H. Then the following are equivalent:

(6') There exists a right RG-linear map ß: R[E(X)] —> RG such that X(vq, v0g)ßir

= H(\ - g) for all g G G.

(3') \H n Hg\ GR'1 for all g & H; and for each vertex v ¥=v0 having star(v)

infinite \H n Gv\ G R~x.
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Proof. (6') => (3'). Consider any g & H, and let x = (X(vq, v0g))ß G RG. Then

x is stabilized by G„o n G0¡¡g = H n K* so the coefficient of H in x-tt G R [H \ G]

lies in R \H n H*\. But the coefficient of H in xw = //(l - g) is 1 so |77 n H8\ G

R "' as desired.

Now consider any vertex v ¥" v0 with star(ü) infinite and let x = (X(vçy, v))ß G

RG. Then x is stabilized by G„o n G„ = H n Gc so the coefficient of 7/ in

xtt G R[H \ G] lies in R \H n G„|. But for all g G G0,

xv(l - f) = (A-(i^ v)(\ - g))ß* = (A-(oo, o0g))ßtt = //(l - g)

so xtt — H is fixed by Gv. But G„ is infinite since star(v)/Gc a¿ star(üG) Ç. .Y/G is

finite. Thus (H n G„) \ Gv is infinite so the coefficient of H in xtt — H must be 0;

hence the coefficient of H in x'tt is 1 and \H n Gv\ G R~x as desired.

(3')=>(6'). Let T = {x G X: \H n GJ ÍA"1 or x = u0}. Notice that T is a

subtree of X and that 7/ acts on T stabilizing the vertex Vq, so T/H is also a tree.

By (3'), star^o) is finite for each v G V(T) - {v0} so T/H is locally fimte (in the

sense that every vertex has a finite star). We claim that T/H is fimte. Suppose it is

not. Then by the König Tree Lemma there is an "infinite path" {t>0} = VqH,

(exH)e>, (e2H2)e\ ... in T/H. This lifts back to an "infinite path" P: u„, e'x\

e22, ... in T. Now // n G D // n G . . . and since these are finite groups the

chain is eventually constant. By definition of T we can therefore choose an element

h that belongs to every term of this chain and whose order is not in R . Since

X/ G is finite there is some edge e of X such that eG meets P infinitely often. Say

eg\x, eg2x, . . . are distinct edges in P. Then h G H n G^-i for i = 1, 2, . . . so

A* G Ge for i = 1, 2, . . . But Ge is finite so we must have Aa = A* for some i ¥=j.

But then eg;xH ¥= egjxH so g¡gjx <í H, while A« = A* G //& n 77*. This con-

tradicts 177 n 77g| G R-x for all g £ 77. Hence r/77 is finite as claimed.

Recall that the coboundary of T in X is defined as

ST = {e G £(Ar)|e has one vertex in T and one vertex not in T}.

Since ST C U„eK(r) star(f), and star(t>) is finite for all v G T — {v0}, we see

ST/H is finite. Let E0 be a (fimte) set of representatives in ST for the 77-action.

For each e G E(X) set

r„ =

0

if e G E0 and te G T,

iî e G E0 and Te G T,

if e G £0.

(Notice that E0 n 7" = 0 so we may view /-e as an element of R.) Define ß:

R[E(X)] -» 7?G as the TMinear map with eß = 2gec gr^-i. Since almost all the re

are zero, and edge stabilizers are finite, the support of eß is finite; clearly ß is

7?G-linear. The composite ßit: R[E(X)]^> R[H \ G] sends e to "ZngeH/c Hgseg-'

where

"   2   '*-* = l-ff.l    2    reh =
AeiY eheeH

1    if e G ÓT and te G T,

-1    if e G STandTe G T,

0   tíe$8T.
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Thus for any g0 G 77, if e¡\ . . ., e^ is the geodesic in X from v0 to v0g0 then

X(v0, v0g0)ßtt = 2Hgea/G 77g(2"_, e^-i). Now (e^"1)'1, . . ., (eng-xf- is the geo-

desic from t)0g-1 to v0g0g~x so

2 V«*-" =
/=i

+ 1    if v0g~x G r and v0gQg~x (£ T,

-1 if v0g~x & T and v0g0g~x G T,

0 otherwise,

+ 1    ifg G 77 and g0g-'G 77,

-1 if g G 77 and g0g'x G H   by (3'),

0 otherwise,

+ 1    if 77g = 77,

-1 if 77g = 77g0   since g0 G 77,

0 otherwise.

for

Hence X(v0, v0g0)ßtt = 77(1 — g0) as desired.

(The proof shows that (6') and (3') are further equivalent to |77 n 77*| G R~x

all g G 77, and ST/H is finite.)
In (3), for any vertex v of X consider the action of Gv on star(c). The kernel of

the action is finite since dge stabilizers are finite, and there are only finitely many

orbits, since X/ G is finite. Thus star(u) is infinite if and only if G„ is infinite.

Now applying the Bass-Serre Structure Theorem for groups acting on trees ([7, p.

76], cf. [2, p. 21]) we see that (2) and (3) are equivalent.

This completes the proof of Theorem A.

1.2. Remark. In Theorem A the rôle played by the condition

177 n 77*1 G Rx    for all g G 77

is to make to(7?77)G an 7?7/-summand of w(7?G). In fact for any group G the

following are equivalent:

(a) u)(RH)G is an 7\77-summand of w(7?G).

(b) \H n 77*| G T?"1 for all g G 77.

(c) u(RG)/u(RH)G is 7?/7-projective.

Proof, (a) => (b). Let a: u(RG) -> w(7\77)G be a splitting. Consider any g G 77

and let x = (1 - g) - (1 - g)a. For A G 77 n 77*, say gA = A'g, (1 - g)(l - A)

= (1 - A) - (1 - h')g is fixed by a, so x(\ - A) = 0. Thus x is fixed by 77 n Hg

so the coefficient of 77 in xtt lies in 7\|77 n 77* |. But xtt = 77(1 — g) and the

coefficient of 77 is 1. So 177 n 77* | G 7?"1 as claimed.

(b) => (c). There is an isomorphism of 7ÎT7-modules

o)(RG)/u(RH)G^     0     R\H\H(\ - g)77] ^     ©    R[H n Hg \ H]
HgH^H HgH^H

and the latter is clearly 7v77-projective if (b) holds.

(c) => (a) is clear.
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2. Examples.

2.1. Example. Let us illustrate the proof of 1.1 with the simplest case of (2),

where 77 is finite and the graph of groups is just

77     77
•->—

v0     e       vx

Notice that the fundamental group is 77 *H G = G. The corresponding tree X is

where H \ G = {H, Hg2, . . . , Hg„, . . . }. There are two possibilities: either |77| G

R-xor \H\ G Rx.

If |7/| G R'x then, in the notation of 1.1, T = {t>0}, ST = {e}, E0 = {e} and the

map ß: R[E(X)] -h> RG sends e to x = \H\-x*ZheH A. For eachg G G, *(«„, v0g)ß

= (e — eg)ß = x(\ — g). The splitting a: <o(7?G) —» co(RH)G is given by left multi-

plication by the idempotent 1 — x G (RH)G, and xu(RH) = 0.

If |77| G R~x then we impose the condition \H n 77*| G R~x for all g £ 77; this

implies T = {v0, e, vx}, ST = {egn\n = 2, 3, . . . } and E0 = {egji = 2, 3, . . . }

where 77 \ G/77 = {77, Hg„H, . . . , Hg„H, . . .}. The condition that E0 be finite

is the same as 77 \ G/77 being finite, i.e. G is finite. The map ß: R[E(X)} -» 7?G

sends e to x = -2,|77 n 77*"'|2ge//g g_1. Then as in the previous case, the

splitting a: u(RG) —» u(RH)G is given by left multiplication by 1 — x where

(1 - jc)w(TvG) G (à(RH)G, and xw(7?77) = 0. (Of course if 77 = G then x - 0.)

Let us note two situations where this simplest case of (2) occurs.

2.2. Corollary (Cohen [5, p. 59]). 7/G is finite then u(RH)G is an RG-summand

of co(ÄG) // and only if |77 n 77g| G Rx for all g G 77.

(One direction is given by 1.2, and the other direction by 2.1.)

2.3. Corollary. If G is infinite, finitely generated over 77, and finitarily indecom-

posable over H then u(RH)G is an RG-summand of oj(RG) if and only if either

77= Gor 1771 ëJC1,

Proof. If u(RH)G is an ÄG-summand of to(7\G) then there is a finitary

decomposition of G over 77 as in (2), and by the indecomposability of G over H, G

must occur as one of the (infinite) vertex groups so either 77=Gor|77nG|G

R~x. The converse is clear from 2.1.
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2.4. Example. In the situation of Example 2.1, the conditions in (2) reduced to

relatively easily understood restrictions on 77 and G. Let us see what can be said in

the next simplest case of (2), where the graph of groups is

HAK
•->-•

with A finite, so the fundamental group G is the coproduct with amalgamation

77 *A K. Here the conditions (2) state that |77 n 77*| G R~x, and if K is infinite

then |77 n Kg\ G R~x for all g G G. In particular A = 77 n K and, for A: G AT -

A, A n A k = (77 n K) n (H n K)k = 77 n Hk so we see

(7) if K is infinite then \A\ G Rx, and if AT is finite then \A n Ak\ G R~x for all

k G K - A.

Conversely, (7) suffices, since for any g G 77, 77 n 77* G A n Ak for some

k G K - A, and for any g G G, 77 n Kg G A h for some A G 77.

Notice that by 2.1, (7) implies u(RA)K is an AÀT-summand of w(RK), so w(7L4)G

is an 7\G-summand of u(RK)G. Further, Lewin [6] showed that the natural

diagram of 7\G-modules

^^<o(Ä/OG.

u(RA)G u(RG)

^~~~~~-^w(RH)G^

is a pushout and pullback. This makes it clear why u(RH)G should be an

7?G-summand of u(RG) in this case.

In the special case where A = 1 and G = 77 * K we have w(7?G) = u(RH)G ©

w(RK)G, which is a very natural way for u(RH)G to be an TfG-summand of

u(RG). For H torsion-free this is virtually the only way.

2.5. Corollary (Dunwoody [4] after Cohen [1, §7]). Let G be finitely gener-

ated over 77, and let 77 be torsion-free. Then w(7?77)G is an RG-summand of <¿(RG)

if and only if 77 is a free factor of G.

Proof. We have just observed one direction. Conversely, suppose w(7?77)G is an

TvG-summand of u(RG). Then G can be expressed as the fundamental group of a

graph of groups (§, Y) with Y finite, with finite edge groups, and with H = § (v¿),

one of the vertex groups. (This is immediate from Dunwoody's Theorem, and does

not require 1.1.) Suppose that § has been chosen so that y is as small as possible.

It is not difficult to see that each edge of Y has v0 as one (or more) of its vertices,

so in particular every edge group must be trivial since 77 has no nontrivial finite

subgroups. It follows that 77 must be a free factor of G, as desired.
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